
Talk about it
Use the following questions as 
discussion prompts:
• Have you ever made something from 

real clay or modelling clay? What 
did it feel like to shape the clay?  

• Is it easy to make something 
from real clay at home? 
What things do you need to 
do to finish your clay object?

More about clay

Stage 7.1:  
Aiden’s Clay Lesson

Read this page to children (it is not decodable). Use the questions and prompts 
to talk and write about the topic. Read more: it is important to read a range 
of other books to children to build their vocabulary and comprehension skills. 
What other books could you read to children about clay and pottery? Or perhaps 
you might read some more complex procedural texts to children 
and compare them with this book.

This Roman olive oil lamp made from clay is nearly 
2000 years old. The wick would have burned in the 
hole in the big toe!

Wet clay is soft and 
squishy. Dry clay is hard 
and stronger. A glaze 
makes clay even stronger 
and waterproof.

Today, clay objects are 
heated in electric ovens 
called kilns to make them 
hard. This is called firing. 
A kiln is around 5 times 
hotter than your oven! 

Clay objects need to be fully dry before 
firing. Otherwise, they may explode! 
This is because water expands into 
steam when heated and needs to 
escape. Air bubbles in your clay can 
trap water. You can knead it to remove 
bubbles – this is called wedging.

Clay soil called adobe has 
been used to make bricks 
in hot, dry places for 
thousands of years. Bricks 
are shaped then dried in 
the sun. Adobe buildings 
will keep you cool in 
sizzling temperatures. 

Write about it
Children can write a 

prodedure for making 
a pinch pot. For each 
step, they can write a 

short sentence or caption 
and draw a picture.

Did you 
know?
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Stage 7.1:  
A Sneaky Peek at Snails

Read this page to children (it is not decodable). Use the questions and prompts 
to talk and write about the topic. Read more: it is important to read a range 
of other books to children to build their vocabulary and comprehension skills. 
What other books could you read to children about snails? How are they similar 
or different to this book?

More about snails

Snails’ ancestors first appeared about 500 million 
years ago. Today there are at least 40 000 different 
types of snails! 

Is a slug a snail? Although slugs have eyes on stalks, 
slime and a foot muscle, they have no shell. So, they 
are not snails but are closely related.

Snails’ 
superpower is their 
slime! It’s so useful! 
Snails leave glossy, 

slimy trails to tell 
their buddies where 

they’ve been.

Humans have 
slime too! We call 
it mucus. It keeps 
our noses moist 
and germs out!

Write about it
Children can imagine being 

a snail for a day and a 
night. They can write about 
their adventures and draw 

illustrations. Use images 
from this page and in the 

book for fun ideas.

Did you 
know?

Talk about it
• What do you think 

a snail’s life might 
be like? 

• Where might be 
a good place for it 
to live? 

• Would it be most 
active at night or in 
the day? 

• What dangers 
would it have to 
face? How could it 
protect itself? 

• What sort of 
food would it be 
looking for? 

With slime, snails 
can stick to any surface – 

at any angle – even upside 
down! The slime protects 
their eggs, and when they 

need to hide, it makes 
a door to seal up  

their shell.
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Talk about it
• What kind of light from the book did you find 

most spectacular? Why?
• Do you sleep with a night light? Why do people 

use them?
• What would the world be like without light? 

What do you think would happen?

Stage 7.1:  
Light Up the Night

Read this page to children (it is not decodable). Use the questions and prompts 
to talk and write about the topic. Read more: it is important to read a range 
of other books to children to build their vocabulary and comprehension skills. 
What other books could you read to children about light? Or perhaps you might 
read some more complex information texts to children and 
compare them with this book.

More about what makes light

When living things light up, this is called 
bioluminescence. There are five permanently 
bioluminescent bays in the world, with 
three in Puerto Rico. They have lots of 
bioluminescent plankton – simple living things 
that are neither plants or animals – which 
make the water glow.

In Waitomo in New Zealand, there are 
underground caves with glow-worms 
on the roof! The glow-worms have 
bioluminescent tails. They use the light 
to get food − flying insects are attracted 
to the light and get trapped in the sticky 
threads that the glow-worm spins.

Plants and animals are not the only ones to 
light up the night! People use creativity and 
technology to make dazzling displays for others 
to enjoy in amazing light shows. Have you ever 
visited Vivid light show in Sydney, NSW?

Write about it
Children can design and 

draw their own speculator 
light show and label it. 

They can write whether the 
light comes from plants, 

funguses, animals  
or people.

Did you 
know?
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Talk about it
• Sometimes things that are not naturally buoyant can be 

made to float. Can you think of ways to do this? (wrap in 
plastic bubble wrap, change the shape, make a boat).  

• What sort of materials could be good for building boats? 
(materials like corks, sticks, foil, plastic bottles, 
cardboard, modelling clay, paper and straw). 

• How could you test your ideas?

Stage 7.1:  
What Floats That Boat?

Read this page to children (it is not decodable). Use the questions and prompts 
to talk and write about the topic. Read more: it is important to read a range 
of other books to children to build their vocabulary and comprehension skills. 
What other books could you read to children about floating (fiction or nonfiction)? 
Or perhaps you might read some more science texts to children 
and compare them with this book.

More about floating

Objects that float are buoyant. 

That means the water is pushing 
up against them, stopping them 
from sinking. 

Some things are large but not very dense, which means they float despite 
their size. A basketball is large but is full of air, which is less dense than 
water. A marble is small, but it is made of glass, which is denser than water. 
A basketball will float while a marble will sink. 

Sea otters have thick 
fur that resists water 
and traps air, making 
them very buoyant. They 
spend most of their time 
floating on their backs, 
eating shellfish, cleaning 
themselves and resting.

Make the most of buoyancy 
at floating adventure parks!

Trampolines, giant slides and 
climbing walls are all filled 
with air making for lots of 
buoyant, bouncy fun!

For some of us, learning to float can 
be tricky. But in the Red Sea it’s easy! 
That’s because the Red Sea is extremely 
salty. That makes the water denser, giving it 
more power to hold you up and make you 
a buoyancy champ!

Objects which are too dense for 
the water to support them are 
not buoyant and so, they sink.

Write about it
Children can design their 
own floating adventure 

park. What would it look like? 
What would make it float? 

How would people get about? 
They can draw their ideas 
and write a description of 

their park.

Did you 
know?
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Talk about it
• What kinds of things do you 

need to take on holiday? 
Does it depend on where 
you are going?

• What kind of accommodation 
would you like to stay in 
and why?

• What or who can help you 
plan a holiday? How can 
you find out information 
about a place?

Stage 7.1:  
Dream Holidays

Read this page to children (it is not decodable). Use the questions and prompts 
to talk and write about the topic. Read more: it is important to read a range 
of other books to children to build their vocabulary and comprehension skills. 
What other books could you read to children about holidays? Or perhaps you 
might read some brochures or other persuasive texts to children 
and compare them with this book.

More about holidays

Long ago, the word ‘holiday’ meant ‘holy day’ and 
described a religious festival or a day that you 
didn’t have to work on. Today, it means a relaxing 
trip away somewhere. It can last more than a day! 

Australia’s Daintree rainforest is 
the oldest rainforest in the world – 
even older than the Amazon 
rainforest in Brazil. One of its 
most amazing birds, the Southern 
Cassowary, is related to a dinosaur! 

The Coral Coast in Western 
Australia is home to the 
Ningaloo reef. People aren’t 
the only visitors to this stunning 
site – up to 500 whale sharks 
meet there each year!

The place you stay in on your 
holiday is called accommodation. 
There are lots of different types of 
accommodation – from hotels 
to tents to big boats called 
houseboats! Houseboats can 
sleep up to 12 people – more 
than the average house!

Write about it
Children can draw 

a picture of themselves 
on their dream holiday 
and write a caption or 

sentence about what they 
are doing and why. 

Did you 
know?
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